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Abstract: The cylinder linear induction motor (CLIM) is a variation of the rotary induction motor.
Its structure is simple, it has a low manufacturing cost, and it can generate linear thrust without the
need for a conversion mechanism. It is particularly suitable for electromagnetic catapults, magnetic
levitation transport, and industrial production fields, due to its strong environmental adaptability.
Designing a high-thrust and high-efficiency CLIM is a great challenge due to its inherent drawbacks,
such as the low thrust density and power density of induction motors. In this article, two CLIMs with
different topologies are proposed to meet the demand for control-rod drives in high-temperature and
high-pressure environments. The article elucidates the topologies of the two CLIMs and proposes an
analytical computational approach for the CLIM. Modern optimization algorithms were utilized to
optimize the design of the structural parameters of both CLIMs. A 3D-FEA simulation was used to
compare and analyze the air-gap magnetism and thrust characteristics of two CLIMs. The results
indicate that the copper-ring secondary CLIM has a higher thrust density and is more suitable for use
in control-rod drive mechanism (CRDM) systems.

Keywords: linear induction motor; cylindrical induction linear motor; eddy current; flat-solid
secondary structure; ladder-slit secondary structure

1. Introduction

The linear induction motor (LIM), due to its high-temperature resistance, simple struc-
ture, and strong environmental adaptability in electromagnetic ejection, maglev trains,
industrial production, and other fields, has a wide range of applications [1,2]. The CLIM
is a deformation of a rotary induction motor, with the motor primary side slotted in the
circular direction and the moving motion into a linear motion along the axis. The LIM
technology is a new research direction in the field of CRDM for nuclear reactors, due to its
stepless speed regulation and direct linear motion without any intermediate conversion
device [3,4]. CRDM is the primary equipment in a nuclear reactor that controls the normal
operation and shuts by driving the control rod, as per the system instructions. A large
number of research studies on linear induction motors in the fields of electromagnetic
ejection [5] and maglev trains are of great reference value for the research on CLIM. In [6],
the authors present an efficient multi-objective optimization model for LIM, which employs
a novel approximation and prediction strategy. The model uses a 3D approach to obtain
the sample data, considering the skin effect and edge effect, and a multi-analytical model is
established using the Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) method and the Extreme Gradient
Boost (XGBoost) method. The model is used to optimize the design of the motor structural
parameters, which can be realized more quickly and accurately, and it reduces the compu-
tational complexity of eddy current analysis. In [7], a novel analytical equivalent circuit for
a Single-sided Linear Induction Motor (SLIM) is proposed, which considers the secondary
reactance for both edge effects, i.e., entry and exit sides. In [8], mathematical analysis was
conducted for each factor that mutually affects the control of the train. The magnitude of
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the normal force related to the safety of the train is limited, and operating efficiency was
improved by varying the slip frequency according to the operating conditions of the train.
One of the main limitations to the large-scale application of the LIM is its low thrust density
and power factor.

Improving the secondary structure of motors is a feasible approach and has been
extensively researched in this direction [9]. To enhance the thrust and power factor of the
LIM, flat-solid secondary structures, and ladder-slit secondary structures have been used
to improve secondary conductivity or to standardize secondary eddy current circuits [10].
However, when it comes to CLIM-related research and application, this has received
comparatively less attention. Furthermore, the parameter design method for composite
secondary structures has not received sufficient attention.

The article compares the effect of two different secondary structures, the copper ring
and copper shell, of CLIM on the electromagnetic thrust characteristics. In [11], the air-gap
flux density, eddy currents, and forces of the linear induction motor with the ladder-slit
secondary structure are calculated and compared with the linear induction motor with the
flat-solid secondary structure.

To enable the LIM to output stable levitation and thrust, the electromagnetic relation-
ship and force characteristics of the device must be accurately analyzed. Due to the special
characteristics of the CLIM structure, a new set of analytical methods must be established
to calculate the force characteristics to guide the design of the CLIM structural parameters.
In [12], starting from the electromagnetic field analysis, the electromagnetic field analytical
calculation, the secondary equivalent air-gap and equivalent radius are corrected, and the
thrust characteristics can be calculated directly.

To compare the impact of two different secondary structures on the thrust charac-
teristics of a motor objectively, a multi-objective design optimization strategy has been
used to improve the thrust, thrust ripple, and consumed magnet volume for a linear mo-
tor [6,13,14]. According to the optimization results, the best parameter combination is
selected for 3D-FEA modeling and simulation calculation. In [15,16], a design method
for non-integer pole segmented linear motors with low thrust fluctuation and high thrust
density and researched the thrust fluctuation and positioning-force problems of linear
motors. Methods such as the use of magnetic isolation materials, special winding settings,
and the setting of auxiliary teeth are proposed to suppress the third harmonic of the motor,
improve the winding coefficient of the motor, and increase the thrust of the motor. This
article proposes two different types of CLIMs with varying secondary structures—the
copper-shell secondary CLIM and the copper-ring secondary CLIM. For each structure,
we have designed various combinations of structural parameters for the motors and com-
pared the radial air-gap magnetic-field characteristics and axial-thrust characteristics of the
two motors.

The article compares the structures of transformers and CLIM to explain how the
induced currents of CLIM are generated and how they are distributed. It analyzes the
eddy current distributions of SLIM and CLIM and introduces the advantages of CLIM,
particularly in improving motor thrust density and power factor. The CLIM analytical
calculation model is established, laying the foundation for thrust calculation. Modern
optimization algorithms were used to optimize the structural parameters of CLIM with
different structures, and a 3D-FEA calculation model was established to compare the effects
of the two secondary structures on the motor air-gap flux density and thrust characteristics.

2. Topology and Structural Parameters

The topology of a CLIM mainly consists of a primary core, a ring winding, and a
secondary core. The secondary core of a motor is the core component that induces eddy
current and generates thrust force. Usually, the secondary core of a CLIM is a conductive
metal bar. From the structure of CLIM, the primary and secondary structures of CLIM
are similar to the high-voltage and low-voltage windings of a transformer, as shown in
Figure 1. When the primary winding is fed with an AC power supply, alternating flux
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is generated to establish the motor electromagnetic field, and the alternating flux passes
through the primary, air-gap, and secondary structure to form the main flux. With the
change in, alternating current in the CLIM winding, the air-gap electromagnetic field rotates
symmetrically in the radius direction. It moves along the axial direction, thus making the
motor secondary for generating induced electromotive force and induced current. The
induced current in the secondary structure of the motor interacts with the magnetic field to
produce a force that causes the motor to move in the axial direction.
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Figure 1. Comparison of transformer and CLIM structure. (a) Transformer, (b) CLIM, (c) winding
distribution.

2.1. Secondary Structural Analysis

Different secondary structures will affect the current distribution and current density
of the secondary structure. The secondary iron bar is coated with a layer of copper shell,
which reduces material resistance and increases current density in comparison to the pure
iron secondary structure, as shown in Figure 2b. The copper-ring secondary structure is
embedded in the secondary iron bar at certain intervals in a group of copper rings, so
that the motor secondary induced current is concentrated in the strong conductivity of
the copper ring; at the same time, the iron teeth between the copper rings play a role in
reducing the secondary magnetoresistance, and, compared with the copper-shell secondary
structure, can reduce the equivalent electromagnetic air-gap and improve the air-gap
magnetic density of the motor, as shown in Figure 2c.
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2.2. The Design of the Structural Parameter

The article describes a CLIM design that is primarily used in environments with
high temperature and pressure. To provide thermal protection, a layer of insulation is
incorporated inside the primary and outside the secondary structure of the motor, creating
a significant electromagnetic air gap between them. To evaluate the impact of various
secondary constructions on the thrust characteristics of the motor, we kept the primary
construction parameters and winding parameters the same. This allowed us to compare
the performance of two motor schemes by changing only the motor secondary structure.
This approach reduces processing costs and saves research and development time.

Referring to the design of squirrel-cage rotary motors, when designing the number of
secondary slots, there must be a proper fit with the number of primary slots. If the match
is not correct, the performance of the motor will deteriorate; for example, it may lead to
additional losses, vibration, and noise increase, which will lead to lower efficiency, higher
temperature rise, worse starting performance, and even serious failure to start. The design
parameters of the CLIM investigated in this article are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Design Parameters of the CLIM.

Parameter Symbol Value

Number of phases m1 3
Number of primary slots Q1 12

Primary outside diameter (mm) D11 120
Primary inner diameter (mm) D12 67.6

Secondary outside diameter (mm) D21 59.6
Secondary inner diameter (mm) D22 35

Primary length (mm) L1 192
Width of air-gap (mm) δ 4

Primary pole pitch (mm) τ 48
Width of primary slots (mm) bs 10
Width of primary tooth (mm) bt 6
Depth of primary slots (mm) ds 20

3. Characteristics of Eddy Current Distribution

When the primary winding of the motor is energized with three-phase AC power,
the three-phase AC will form a cross-linked magnetic circuit between the primary and
secondary structure of the motor, generate an induced current in the secondary one, and
different topologies will affect the distribution of the induced current.
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3.1. Comparison of Eddy Current Distribution between Flat-Plate Secondary and Cylinder
Secondary Structures

SLIM has a longitudinal component in the secondary current due to the transverse
opening, and the longitudinal component is parallel to the direction of magnetic-field
motion, which does not contribute to the motor thrust, but rather increases the resistance
and generates additional useless power and loss, as shown in Figure 2a. In contrast, the
CLIM has only a toroidal induction current perpendicular to the direction of magnetic-field
motion in the secondary structure of the motor, due to the characteristics of the cylindrical
structure, which reduces the useless power and losses of the motor, as shown in Figure 3b.
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3.2. Characteristics of Eddy Current Distribution in Copper-Shell Secondary and Copper-Ring
Secondary Structures

In this simulation model, symmetric boundary conditions were used in the axial cross-
section of the model to calculate on half of the model, and default boundary conditions
were used on other surfaces; a 2 mm element size was applied to the conductive layer, the
inner-wall protective shell of the stator, and the outer-wall protective shell of the actuator,
and a 5 mm element size were applied to the stator, the actuator, and the winding, with
237,903 grid cells; the mesh type was generated mesh at each step, the mesh generation
method was semi auto mesh, due to the structural characteristics of CLIM, and the solver
type was 3D magnetic field transient analysis. The subsequent simulation calculations are
based on the above simulation conditions.

Compared with the copper-shell secondary structure, the copper-ring secondary
structure means that the secondary induced current is concentrated in the copper ring;
the secondary iron teeth have only a weak induced current, as shown in Figure 4. As the
primary winding is powered by a three-phase AC, the density distribution of the induced
current on the secondary structure also presents sinusoidal distribution characteristics.
Due to the high current density at the peak moment of the induced current, it is necessary
to increase the thickness of the copper shell or ring to reduce the secondary resistance,
increase the induced current, and increase the motor thrust density.
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4. Electromagnetic Analysis Model of CLIM

Through a series of reasonable assumptions, the 2D electromagnetic analysis model of
CLIM is established in the cylindrical coordinate system, as shown in Figure 5. According
to the principle of equality of traveling-wave potential, the current layer J1 is used instead
of the actual winding current:

j1 = J1ej(ωt−kz) =

√
2m1N1 I1Kw1

pτ
ej(ωt−kz) (1)

k = π/τ (2)

where I1 is the amplitude of winding currents.
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The relationship between the secondary velocity v and the primary traveling-wave
magnetic-field synchronization velocity vs is as follows:{

s = vs−v
vs

vs = 2 f τ
(3)

where s is the slip rate.
According to Ampere’s law, in the coupling region in Figure 5

δ

µ0

∂B1r
∂z

= j1 + j2 (4)

The secondary current density can be expressed as

j2 = σsE1z (5)

The expression of air-gap flux density in the coupling region can be expressed as
B1r = B1r1 + B1r2 + B1r3

B1r1 = µ0 J1
kδ

1
1+jsG jej(sωt−kz)

B1r2 = − µ0 J1
kδ

1
1+jsG sGe−αz+j(sωt−αz)

B1r3 = − µ0 J1
kδ

1
1+jsG sGeα(z−L2)+j(sωt−kL2+αx−αL2)

(6)

where α = 1√
2

√
µ0sωσs

δ , G = 2µ0σs f τ2

πδ .
In the coupling region, the inner diameter of the primary core is R12 = D12/2 and the

secondary thrust is directly calculated from the secondary electric density and the air-gap
flux density, which can be expressed as

F = −2πR12Kr

∫ L1

0
Re(j2)Re(B1r)dz (7)

where Kr is the correction factor of the effective radius of CLIM.
Inside the coupled region, the primary-core inner diameter, the secondary electric den-

sity, and air-gap flux density are used to directly calculate the secondary thrust. Substituting
the expression for the fundamental wave magnetic field of the air-gap electromagnetic field
and the expression for the winding current, the fundamental thrust can be obtained as

F = πR12KrL1
µ0 J2

1
kδ

sG
1 + s2G2 (8)

5. Optimization Design

To compare the effect of two different secondary structures on the maximum thrust
performance of the motor objectively, the experiment uses the same set of primary structures
and the same space for the two secondary structures. The design of a motor’s secondary-
structure parameters can be optimized by using genetic algorithms. The power supply
frequency, secondary conductive-layer thickness, and secondary tooth-groove width are
the variables that can be optimized. The main objective of this optimization is to maximize
the motor thrust while minimizing thrust pulsation. By finding the best combination of
motor-structure parameters, we can optimize the motor characteristics and achieve the
desired results. According to the final optimization results, the operating characteristics of
two different secondary-structure motors are compared and analyzed.

The copper-shell structure can increase the conductivity of the secondary structure
and increase the induced current, but the permeability of copper is much smaller than that
of iron, which will increase the equivalent air-gap of the motor and thus reduce the air-gap
magnetic density. The iron teeth can reduce the equivalent air-gap, while the copper-ring
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structure can increase the secondary conductivity. However, the spaced arrangement of
copper rings and iron teeth leads to uneven distribution of secondary material, which
will make the motor air-gap magnetic-field distribution uneven and produce the cogging
effect. The maximum thrust corresponds to different drive frequencies for motor motion
speed conditions, so the drive frequency of the motor should be optimized to obtain the
maximum motor thrust at the rated motion speed.

5.1. Determine the Range of the Optimization Variables

To shorten the genetic algorithm optimization time, the effects of secondary conductive-
layer thickness, copper-ring width, copper-ring thickness, iron-tooth width and power
supply frequency on the characteristics of the motor are analyzed in the preparatory stage
and the range of values is estimated, respectively.

• The copper shell and copper ring are the main circulation paths of the secondary eddy
current; if the thickness of the copper shell and copper ring is too small it will increase
the resistance, and if too thick it will increase the equivalent air-gap, which will also
increase the skin effect. Therefore, the optimization of the copper shell and the copper
ring takes the value range of [0.1 mm, 3 mm].

• The alternating arrangement of copper rings and iron teeth on the secondary struc-
ture of the copper ring will affect the magnetic-field distribution inside the motor,
generating harmonic components of different orders in the air-gap field and thrust
characteristics; the width of the copper rings and iron teeth will affect the equivalent
air-gap inside the motor and the resistivity of the secondary eddy current path. To
reduce the thrust pulsation of the copper-ring secondary structure, referring to the
design method of the squirrel-cage rotating motor, the width of the copper ring and
iron teeth should be smaller than the primary slot pitch of the motor; at the same
time, taking into account the machining difficulty of the secondary structure and
the structural strength, the width of the copper ring and iron teeth should be larger
than 1 mm; therefore, the range of the values of the copper ring and iron teeth in the
optimization is taken as [1 mm, 16 mm].

• The power supply frequency affects the rated speed of the motor because the motor
is optimized towards a high-thrust motor design and operates at low speeds. If the
power supply frequency is too large it will make the power factor of the motor lower
than 0.1 for a long time and produce too much reactive power [17]. Therefore, the
value range of the power supply frequency for optimization is taken as [1 Hz, 200 Hz].

5.2. Optimization Results

Considering the large size of the 3D model and the long time-consuming finite-element
simulation, the 2D model is used for approximate calculation in the parameter-optimization
process. After iterative calculation, the optimization process and results are shown in Figure 6.

Based on the optimization results, the following parameter combinations Tables 2 and 3
are approximated for the two secondary-structure motors, respectively:

Table 2. Design parameters of copper ring.

Parameter Value

Width of a copper ring (mm) 1
Width of iron tooth (mm) 1

Thickness of the copper ring (mm) 2.3
Power frequency (Hz) 28

Table 3. Design parameters of the copper shell.

Parameter Value

Thickness of the copper shell (mm) 0.79
Power frequency (Hz) 50
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6. Performance Comparison

To objectively compare and analyze the effects of the two secondary structures on the
thrust of CLIM, the article refers to the optimization results of the genetic algorithm, and
selects the approximate values of the secondary-structure parameters that can output the
maximum thrust, respectively. It establishes the three-dimensional finite-element analysis
models of the two kinds of CLIMs by adopting the same parameters of the primary structure
and the current density of the windings.

6.1. The Air-Gap Flux Density of Different Secondary Structures

The distribution of the radial component of the air-gap magnetic density along the
motor axis of the two secondary structures is shown in Figure 7a. When the primary
is displaced from the initial position, Br shows the different performance in the two
secondary structures.
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Figure 7. The air-gap magnetic density characteristic of proposed motor topologies. (a) The air-gap
magnetic-density waveform. (b) The air-gap magnetic-density harmonics.

The air-gap magnetic field components of both motors have more 5th and 7th harmonic
components, due to the influence of the cogging distribution on the primary structure of the
motor, as shown in Figure 7b. For the CLIM with a copper-ring secondary structure, there is
a large number of sawtooth fluctuations on the air-gap magnetic density waveform, which
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is due to the distribution of copper rings and iron teeth on the secondary structure, which
means that the air-gap magnetic density has some 48th, 49th and 50th higher harmonic
components. Compared with the copper-shell secondary structure, the iron teeth on the
copper-ring secondary structure reduce the equivalent air-gap of the motor and lower the
equivalent reluctance. As a result, the copper-ring secondary structure still has a high
air-gap flux density, despite its high harmonic content.

6.2. Comparison and Analysis of Motor Characteristics

According to the optimization results in Section 5.2, the motor-structure parameters
were adjusted, and a three-phase alternating current of 28 Hz and 50 Hz was passed into the
two types of motors to drive the two types of motors, respectively; the thrust waveforms of
the motors were obtained after FEA. In Figure 8a, the thrust fluctuation characteristics of the
two structures of CLIM are compared, and the copper-ring secondary structure of CLIM can
output more thrust under the same primary structure and winding parameters. Although
the air-gap flux density of the CLIM with copper-ring secondary structure contains more
high harmonics, it can be seen in the thrust fluctuation of the motor output that the main
harmonic orders are the 1st and 3rd harmonics, as shown in Figure 8b.
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Figure 8c,d show the thrust with the different frequencies and velocities. The frequen-
cies of peak thrust are different for the two CLIM configurations at the same operating
speed, and the copper-ring secondary CLIM has more peak thrust. At low speeds, CLIM
outputs a stable thrust that varies little with speed. The efficiency and power factor of both
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motor topologies are shown in Table 4. Provided that the design requirements are met, it
is clear that the copper-ring secondary structure is significantly more efficient. The CLIM
designed in this paper is designed with thrust maximization as the main design objective,
and the motor operates at a deficient speed (0.02 m/s) with the slip rate of the motor
close to 1. Therefore, the CLIM designed in this paper has a low power factor relative to
conventional induction motors. Compared with rotary motor-driven, hydraulically-driven,
and magnetically-driven CRDMs, the use of CLIM as a CRDM actuator eliminates the
need for a complex transmission mechanism and directly generates linear motion, which
simplifies the CRDM structure, reduces weight, and decreases equipment size. Therefore,
applying CLIM technology to CRDM has good development prospects.

Table 4. Comparison of motor power factor and efficiency.

Motors Topologies of CLIM Power Factor Efficiency

Copper ring 0.69 4.07%
Copper shell 0.65 2.22%

7. Conclusions

Using linear motors to directly drive the nuclear-reactor control rods can overcome
the disadvantages of large volume and weight, complex structure, poor reliability, and
so on, which exist in hydraulic- or mechanical-transmission mechanisms. To overcome
the problems of small thrust density and low efficiency of LIM, two CLIMs with different
secondary topologies are proposed in this article, and the objective is to obtain a design
scheme that maximizes the thrust of CLIM through optimization. To have an objective
comparative analysis of the thrust characteristics of the two motors, an optimal design
using a genetic algorithm is proposed to maximize the thrust of both motors by optimizing
the factors affecting the thrust enhancement of the two motors. The characteristics of the
secondary induced-current distribution of SLIM and CLIM are compared, and the CLIM
has less additional loss and higher efficiency. The analytical calculation method of the
electromagnetic thrust of CLIM is proposed; the characteristics of the air-gap flux density
distribution and the thrust characteristics of the copper-ring secondary and the copper-shell
secondary CLIM are comparatively analyzed, and the copper-ring secondary CLIM, which
has a smaller equivalent air-gap and a larger absolute value of air-gap flux density, is
capable of generating a larger electromagnetic thrust. Therefore, it can generate a larger
electromagnetic thrust. The comparison results show that introducing the copper-ring
secondary structure into the CLIM has a significant improvement effect on the secondary
induced-current path, which greatly enhances the motor thrust density. Therefore, this
article lays the foundation for promoting the application of linear motor technology in the
field of nuclear reactors.
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